CHAPTER 17
The Baby's Arrival
Baby Is Here* The baby has arrived, as announced by his
lusty cry. Though there may be times in his future career when
his cry is an annoyance or causes anxiety, this is the one time in
his experience when the sound of his vociferous protest is a de-
light to all who hear it.
A dainty flower has formed to flesh;
A blossom from some fairy tree,
Which keeps its lender spirit fresh
Upon the dews of Areatly,
And bore the sweetest bud that ever was or is to be,
—Edmund Vance Cooke^
In "Chronicles of the Little Tot."
What wealth of love goes out to the tiny, helpless being
within which lie such possibilities of growth and development,
of love and happiness, yes, and of sorrow and suffering! And
who can become indifferent to the thrill prompted by the sound
of that first cry ?
Hospital or Home? It will be a safeguard for all concerned,
and usually less expensive in the long run, if baby's arrival is
at the hospital rather than at home. Then the muss and fuss are
all away from the domain where lies mother's responsibility,
and she can relax and rest, knowing that all matters will be prop-
erly looked after without any thought or anxiety on her part. If
she is away from her home cares and the other children, in peace
and quiet, her lying-in time may be a happy and peaceful respite.
At home she will have to do a certain amount of answering ques-
tions and seeing to things, no matter who else may be there, and
she will still be conscious of her responsibility to the other chil-
dren and to the family.
Confinement at Home* If the confinement takes place at
home, there is much that will need to be done in preparation of
supplies and getting mother's room in shape for the occasion and
her stay in bed following. If she goes to the hospital, all the
extra thought and preparation are avoided. Here, in case of
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